
  
Addendum 1 

to 

COIC Request for Proposals CET 21-3  

 For a CAD/AVL/ITS System  

 

February 5, 2021 

To:  ALL REGISTERED VENDORS AND TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
From: Drew Orr, COIC Single Point of Contact 
RE: ADDENDUM 1 

All vendors are to accept the information contained herein as an official document of Central Oregon 

Intergovernmental Council. 

This Addendum includes responses to questions and requests submitted to COIC. 

As the answer to question #47 suggests, the deadline for submitting proposals has been extended to 

4:00 pm (Pacific) March 11, 2021. Similarly, COIC is allowing prospective offerors until 4:00 pm (Pacific) 

February 12, 2021 to email any follow up questions stemming from answers provided herein.  

This Addendum modifies the original Request for Proposals as noted below and shall be incorporated 

into the Contract Documents.  All other provisions of the RFP CET 21-3, released January 15, 2021, not 

already modified by any addenda previously issued, shall remain unchanged. 
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

1

In section "2.1.2 Technical proposal documents shall be sectionalized with titles matching the evaluation 

criteria categories described in Section 2.3" then how should vendors organize our answers to Project 

Specifications listed from section 4.1-4.13 since some of these sections 4.1-4.13 would fall under different 

titles in the evaluation criteria under section 2.3? Or is it up to our discretion as long as we follow the overall 

titles in the evaluation criteria?

Offerors may sectionalize/title their material either way. 

2

On section 4.5 COIC states "The proposed solution needs to include functionality for Fixed Route, 

Community Connector, Paratransit / Door-to-Door, Recreational, NEMT, and extended features such as Flex-

Route, On-Demand, Micro transit, First/Last Mile, and interoperability of each service." and Section 1.11 

"COIC reserves the right to award portions of this procurement opportunity to separate offerors if it is in its 

interest to do so." Are vendors able to bid on just the capabilities we can meet within our multi-modal 

solution?

COIC will be awarding a contract to the offeror providing the "best value" 

proposal, covering as many of the needs described within the solicitation 

as possible. COIC would prefer prospective offerors partner with other 

firms as required to provide COIC a full solution 

3
Can vendors provide their own pricing proposal along with the agency’s price proposal form to help provide 

more context for pricing?
Yes

4
Is COIC looking for a comprehensive microtransit proposal including pricing? Or is the agency just looking for 

general information on micro-transit platforms?

COIC will be awarding a contract to the offeror providing the "best value" 

proposal, covering as many of the needs described within the solicitation 

as possible. COIC described a desire for a micro-transit solution in the RFP. 

COIC will be looking to implement solutions in as many vehicles as can be 

achieved with the current funds available. 

5
If COIC is looking for a comprehensive proposal, is there a targeted vehicle count for this program? Is COIC 

open to a micro-transit simulation program to help plan for this effort?

COIC will be awarding a contract to the offeror providing the "best value" 

proposal, covering as many of the needs described within the solicitation 

as possible. COIC described a desire for a micro-transit solution in the RFP. 

COIC will be looking to implement solutions in as many vehicles as can be 

achieved with the current funds available. 

6
Is the agency interested in seeing a pricing sheet for integration with current hardware and a separate 

pricing sheet for replacement of current hardware?

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution for the overall sytem. That 

might entail keeping some of our current hardware. Offerors are welcome 

to providing pricing that corresponds to their technical proposal. 

7 In Chart 1, COIC mentions Sunrise LED signs. Are these wayside signs or in-vehicle? Wayside

8

Is COIC interested in a consolidated on-demand service that combines dial-a-ride, flex route services and 

takes paratransit to an "above and beyond" solution that is both reservation and on-demand based service 

solutions?

COIC is looking for a solution that provides COIC the capability to handle all 

of the current and desired demand response offerings described on the 

attached document, in a more efficient and effective manner than today.  

9 Does COIC prefer an "above and beyond" paratransit solution that surpasses ADA requirements?

COIC has provided an "above and beyond" paratransit solution in Bend for 

over 10 years. COIC is looking for a solution that provides COIC the 

capability to handle all of the current and desired demand response 

offerings described on the attached document, in a more efficient and 

effective manner than today.  

10 What is the model of Hanover signage that the agency currently has?

Hanover DG3 and Hanover ERIC+ Controllers, Signs Vary between 

DD044A|IN0N50, DD054A|1N0N50, OL044VSN32, OL054VSN32, 

DD054A|1N0N5208, DD054A|1N0N5209, and are predominantly 96*8 

OLEMS N50, 112*15 P65 N50, 112*15 N52 BK2085, and similar compatible 

models
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

11

Can COIC share its total and annual budget for this procurement? Providing Offerers with a clear estimate of 

the budget will benefit the public by allowing for the most competitive procurement process, as Offerers will 

compete to provide the greatest value for COIC’s money.

COIC does not provide prospective offerors budget amounts before receiving 

proposals. COIC shall negotiate a contract with the vendor providing the "best 

value". The contract will reflect the amount of funds COIC currently has available. 

COIC shall apply for additional funds to fill in gaps as opportunities arise. 

12 Can COIC please share its three largest goals for this procurement?
Section 4 of the RFP describes the both the current challenges and goals of 

this project. Also see the answer to question #25 and #101.

13

Can COIC please share more information about its passenger facing mobile application / trip planner. Does 

COIC have a separate app for each mode, or are all modes integrated under one mobile application? If the 

latter, does the app allow for multi or intermodal trips? How does it manage different passenger eligibilities 

(ie, for paratransit service, etc.)?

Does doesn't currently have a passenger facing mobile application / trip 

planner. COIC desires a system that allows individuals to add/delete rides 

quickly and seemlessly, while taking into account different passenger 

eligibilities. 

14

COIC requests that proposers provide “a ride request mobile application” for its paratransit services. We 

also understand that COIC currently uses a passenger mobile app for its fixed route, Community Connector, 

and Recreational services. Would COIC be interested in solutions that provide a single, fully integrated 

application that allows all riders to plan, track, and pay for their trips, regardless of the mode on which 

they’re traveling?

Yes

15

On page 16 of the RFP, COIC states they “are seeking a provider that has successfully implemented dozens, 

if not hundreds of similar projects and can leverage this practical experience into a painless transition for 

our passengers and CET staff.” Given that transit technology is evolving so rapidly, and, when deployed 

properly, can be highly bespoke, is COIC open to transit technology companies with hundreds of projects of 

a variety of natures, reflecting the breadth and flexibility of our product offering? Our 200+ technology 

deployments showcase the capabilities requested by COIC, but may not have been implemented identically 

to the way COIC is considering.

COIC is seeking provider that has successfully implemented dozens, if not 

hundreds of similar projects and can leverage this practical experience into 

a painless transition for our passengers and CET staff. Past success need 

not be identical to what COIC is describing. That said, COIC does not think 

what it needs is unique.  

16

On page 17 and 18, COIC provides Chart 2: Existing Technology - Eligible for Upgrade. Does COIC wish to 

upgrade all technology eligible for an upgrade? Or is Chart 2 meant to represent technologies that the 

Authority is willing to upgrade?

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution for the overall sytem. That 

might entail keeping some of our current hardware. Offerors are welcome 

to providing pricing that corresponds to their technical proposal. 

17
On page 21 within the diagrams, COIC lists several pieces of existing hardware. Is this hardware currently 

fully functional? Does any of it need to be replaced? Can any of it be replaced?

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution for the overall sytem. That 

might entail keeping some of our current hardware. Offerors are welcome 

to providing pricing that corresponds to their technical proposal. 

18

Assuming some of the above-mentioned hardware is fully functional, would COIC be open to proposers 

continuing to leverage existing hardware assets? By leveraging functional, existing hardware, proposers 

could potentially reduce upfront costs associated with new hardware and its  installation.

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution for the overall sytem. That 

might entail keeping some of our current hardware. Offerors are welcome 

to providing pricing that corresponds to their technical proposal. 

19

On page 21, COIC states that the proposed technology solution must include functionality for “Fixed Route, 

Community Connector, Paratransit / Door-to-Door, Recreational, and NEMT.” Can COIC provide greater 

detail on each of the following modes? Who is eligible? What is the service model (demand response, fixed 

route)? Where do they serve? 1. Community Connector 2. Recreational 3. NEMT

Please see the attached demand response document for treatment of 

paratransit/door-to-door, NEMT and demand response. Please see the 

answer to question 44 for description of community connector and 

recreational services

20 Does COIC use the terms “paratransit” and “dial-a-ride” interchangeably within this RFP?
Please see the attached demand response document for treatment of 

paratransit/door-to-door, NEMT and demand response.
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

21

On page 21 of the RFP, COIC reflects hardware that serves the fixed route, community connector, and dial-a-

ride services. What vehicles and hardware serve the Recreational service? What vehicles and hardware 

serve the NEMT service?

Please see Chart 4 of the RF for the vehicles used for Recreational service. 

These vehicles are currently equipped with our TouchPass electronic 

payment systems. All the vehicles denoted as Dial-A-Ride in Chart 4 are 

eligible for NEMT service. 

22

Is COIC open to exploring new modes, such as microtransit, to serve some of their programs or demand? 

Implementing new transit models such as microtransit can increase coverage, yield operational efficiencies, 

and reduce operating costs.

CET is interested in exploring other service model types like microtransit, if 

applicable given variables such as geographic coverage, ridership productivity, 

and costs.

23
Would COIC consider an integrated fleet that could leverage the same group of vehicles to serve across 

different modes? Cross leveraging the fleet would allow for greater operational efficiency. 

COIC integrates its fleet to the extent permitted by the funder. The 

majority of the vehicles were purchased with funds designated for specific 

service, and/or service in specific areas. 

24

Would COIC consider commingling passengers eligible for different service types within the same vehicle? 

Commingling passenger types increases vehicle utilization and provides an improved passenger experience 

overall.

COIC provides shared public transportation services. COIC has always 

"commingled" passengers eligible for different service types within the 

same vehicle whenever, and to the extent, possible. 

25

We understand that COIC is seeking software that can generate flex routes. From experience, we have 

found that fixed routes that flex can yield a frustrating customer experience: passengers reliant on the fixed 

route’s nature get confused when the vehicles deviate and are not on schedule, and passengers that rely on 

their flexible nature don't always get the quality of service they need and deserve. Instead, would COIC 

consider leveraging microtransit to address this type of demand? A microtransit service of this sort could be 

integrated with COIC’s paratransit service and seamlessly connect to COIC’s fixed route service, further 

driving utilization and ridership, respectively. 

COIC currently provides deviated (sometimes called flex route) service in 

Warm Springs and Madras. It plans to be doing so in the City of Redmond 

in the fall of 2021. One of the goals of this RFP is to get a system that 

quickly, and seemlessly, accomodates individuals adding/subtracting rides 

and scheduling them in whatever services is most appropriate; including 

deviated (sometimes called flex route) service 

26

On page 16, COIC states that they have listed many features as “Optional” within the Price Proposal form. 

COIC also states that “all other features that COIC requires before migrating to a new system will be listed in 

the base portion of the Price Proposal form.” However, there is no line item explicitly stating certain 

technology as “optional” and “baseline.” The price form instead has several rows, some of which have 

parentheses following them stating “if proposed.” Can COIC please confirm that the line items within the 

Price Proposal form without parenthesis are requested baseline features and the line items with parenthesis 

are requested optional features? Can COIC please provide the Price Proposal form in Excel format?

Dispatch for all CET service (including Bend) is provided by COIC Staff in 

Redmond; twenty miles to the north. Please refer to answers to questions 

#3, #6 and #99.

27

What current transportation routing and dispatching software does COIC utilize for its fixed route, 

paratransit, Community Connector and Recreational services? Can COIC please state the provider of these 

systems?

RouteMatch   

28
We understand that the anticipated award date of this contact is April 27, 2021. What is the anticipated 

launch date for the services contemplated in this RFP?

COIC Staff recognizes this will be an involved project. We are hoping to be 

fully implemented within 8 months of the contract being signed.

29

In many of our ITS deployments that ask for several software applications, we have found that taking a 

phased approach to implementation ensures that each software component is fully tailored, properly 

implemented, and easily understood by its user group. Would COIC be amenable to a phased rollout such as 

this, that avoids a "rip and replace" structure from existing technologies and ensures a smooth transition?

The existing system is critical to COIC providing vital services for hundreds 

of passengers a day. Section 3.42 of the RFP describes how COIC intends to 

pay for the completion of progressive implementation steps such as 

operational testing, final acceptance testing, as built documentation, and 

system acceptance. Offerors are strong encouraged to describe how the 

new system would be put in ensure a smooth transition for both sake of 

both CET employee and our passengers.
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

30 Can COIC please share any pain points with its current ITS provider(s)?
Section 4 of the RFP describes the both the current challenges and goals of 

this project. 

31

Is COIC interested in proposals that recommend a partnership model through which COIC and Contractor 

engage in close, ongoing collaboration to continuously refine service models and explore innovative 

approaches in order to achieve efficiency and quality of service improvements?

COIC is looking for proposals from firms that have implemented many 

systems like we describe in the RFP and this addendum. This should reduce 

the need to continously refine the system to meet our needs. The installed 

system should provide COIC Staff the tools necessary to improve efficiency 

and quality of service. 

32

Is COIC interested in proposals that are inclusive of all necessary hardware and software to power COIC’s 

fleet of vehicles, comprehensively manage routes, provide microtransit and pre-scheduled capabilities, track 

vehicles locations in real time, enable efficient customer service, equip passengers with a state-of-the-art 

multi-modal application, and review customizable data reports? 

Yes. COIC expects the offeror to suggest what existing hardware and 

equipment must be replaced for success. 

33

Page 21 shows the existing equipment across the network. Is the selected proposer expected to integrate 

with TouchPass Electronic Fare Collection system, suggest an alternative or see these two systems as stand 

alone?

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution. The more individual systems 

integrated the better. COIC is looking for the offeror to propose what that 

might entail. 

34
Page 16 cites “We are seeking a provider that has successfully implemented dozens, if not hundreds of 

similar projects.” Is there any weight or preference given to where these projects have been deployed?

Evaluation committee members will be looking for descriptions of 

successful implementation of similar projects, and the ability to apply this 

knowledge and experience to this project. 

35 Please confirm the maximum number of booked trips per day? 500

36
Does COIC need to provide NEMT services for a Coordinated Care Organization as well as for Oregon Health 

Authority? 
Yes

37 Please confirm the maximum number of brokered trips per day? 300

38 Does the COIC Need Custom Billing other than a standard 837P?

COIC currently bills Medicaid FFS to OHA for NEMT via X12/EDI 837P/835, 

and generates manual invoices for Ambulance/Stretcher transport. COIC 

would like to ensure that billing options are extensible if and when new 

programs are retained in the future. The proposer should demonstrate the 

ability to invoice manually, via 835/837P, or offer custom billing options if 

requested.

39 Does the COIC Need a Custom Trip Import or API in addition to a batch and real-time 270/271?

If the system proposed has NEMT functionality, and can meet the needs of 

the NEMT program, trip import will only be required during the initial 

deployment. If COIC must rely on a second solution for NEMT, trips must 

be imported as they are created on the secondary platform with 

Paratransit/Friendly Ride as a provider to avoid double-entry by callcenter 

staff. 270/271 transactions are designed for clients, not trips, and primarily 

used for eligibility purposes. 270/271 transactions will be necessary to pull 

new client information from the state CAQH Real-Time service.

40 How many external providers will need access to a mobile app trip itinerary solution?

COIC currently has a pool of approximately 10 external providers. That 

number could triple in size in the next 3 years. Offerors should describe 

any limits to the number of external providers in their proposal. 
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

41 Please confirm the maximum the maximum number of trips sent to the mobile app trip itinerary solution?

COIC has no idea how many ride requests might be sent to a future mobile 

trip app. COIC looks forward to reviewing proposals denoting any 

constraints such as maximum number of ride requests per minute. 

42

Can you please provide more detail on the desired solution for passenger Wi-Fi? For example, what types of 

limitations do you want to place on passengers’ Wi-Fi usage? How would passengers connect to Wi-Fi on the 

bus? (simple access point password, web portal login page, other). What type of data would you want/need 

to collect from users, and for what purposes?

COIC is looking forward to reviewing proposals denoting any constraints 

such as baud rate. 

43
With respect to LED Sign integration, are you referring specifically to LED Head Sign Integration, or are there 

other signs requiring integration as well?

We are referring to three currrent  wayside signs, including Depot 

Monitors. 

44

What is the key differentiator between the Community Connector and Recreational services? Are these 

currently scheduled within the same interface as the paratransit software? Does COIC consider these 

services to be more Demand Response or Fixed Route?

The key deferences between Community Connector and Recreational 

service are 1) COIC does not use any federal or state transit money to fund 

our Recreational services, 2) the users of the Recreational services are not 

your typical transit rider. 

45 Please define further what you mean by community connector and flex-route?

CET's Community Connector service is designed to get riders between the 

key cities and towns of Central Oregon. There are few stops between the 

starting and ending points of the 8 routes shown the "Between Cities" 

portion of the CET website https://cascadeseasttransit.com/. COIC 

classifies these services as commuter bus for NTD purposes. "Flex-route" is 

a term CET often uses to describe deviated service. Deviated service is 

defined on the attached listing of the demand response services COIC 

provides. 

46
1. Under 4.8 LED sign integration “this proposal will provide API integration for real-time information” are 

these wayside or in-vehicle signs?

We are referring to three currrent  wayside signs, including Depot 

Monitors. 

47 1.26 5 Please extend the due date by 30 days to maximize vendor participation and quality of submissions.
The deadline for submission has been extended to 4:00 pm, March 11, 

2021.

48 1.27 5
With attachments, our submissions can often be 15-20 MB. Since this is an electronic submission by email, is 

there a size limit for email transmissions? Alternatively, is there a secure FTP or file sharing site available?
Iis there a secure FTP or file sharing site available?

49 4 16
Can COIC clarify when riders would add or remove trips? Which services types does this apply to?  Can you 

provide use case(s)?

One of the goals for this new system is to allow riders to easily and quickly 

add/remove rides for all of the demand response services described on the 

attached document. 

50 4 16
The pricing form does not indicate "Optional" for any line item.  Can COIC please clarify the pricing form and 

requirements to indicate core versus Optional?
Please refer to answers to questions #3, #6 and #99.

51 4 16
There is no Section 7 in the RFP. Can COIC clarify?  Please identify for each vehicle type what equipment is to 

be integrated onboard and what, if any, equipment is already integrated.

The reference to Section 7 was a mistake. Please refer to Attachment 1 of 

the RFP instead.

52 4 17 What equipment is controlled by the Power Off Delay Relay? Every device that is not automatically turned off by the key switch. 

53 4 17 Sunrise LED Signs. How are these signs used for each service?
The Sunrise LED signs are used only for Mountain service (one of the 

recreational services)
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

54 4 17 Please provide a complete list of "apps" COIC would expect to remain available as part of this project?

COIC has described what it is hoping to accomplish with this project. That 

may entail getting rid of every existing "app" and providing COIC with 

others. 

55 4 17
Chart 2: Existing Technology — Eligible for Upgrade/Replacement. What are the minimal set of 

requirements for the Fare Collection System that COIC requires?

COIC is currently using TouchPass as its Fare Collection System. We are not 

looking to replace it. If something significantly better is proposed, we will 

review it. 

56 4 17
Chart 2: Existing Technology — Eligible for Upgrade/Replacement How many monitors and locations are 

required? Are power and network connectivity supplied at each location?

We are referring to three currrent  wayside signs, including Depot 

Monitors. 

57 4 17
Chart 2: Existing Technology — Eligible for  Upgrade/Replacement Android-Based Tablet (hosts Mobile App) 

Are non-Android tablet replacements acceptable?
Yes

58 4 18 Chart 3. Can COIC describe the usage of the API's for each service in the table?

Chart 3 is requesting that the ITS platform have an Application 

Programming Interface In-General for potential future integration 

purposes such as with Business Intelligence software, or existing 

technologies that cannot be integrated by the proposer. Chart 3 is not 

suggesting an API is necessary for all components listed. The proposer 

should describe their API's capabilities (if any)

59 4.4 21 What model Mobile Radio is used for each vehicle type? Motorola XPR5550E UHF 40 watt for all revenue vehicles. 

60 4.4 21
Regarding the mobile radio, is COIC looking for an integrated voice solution with dispatcher-controlled 

closed mic and group call operation?

COIC has an integrated voice solution with dispatcher controlled closed 

mic and group call operation

61 4.4 21 Would replacement of existing radios with VoIP be considered a benefit to COIC?
No, however, the vendor may offer VoIP if it exists on existing 

infrastructure as a method of backup communication as an option

62 4.5 21
Please elaborate by providing examples of NEMT, Recreational service scenarios. Are you providing these 

services today and if yes, through what technology/apps?

NEMT stands for non-emergent medical transportation. COIC has provided 

this service for over 12 years. A description of CET's current recreational 

services are available on the Recreation tab on the CET website 

https://cascadeseasttransit.com/. 

63 4.6 22
Chart 7 — Essential Features & Reports Can COIC provide samples of these [essential] reports that it creates 

today using its current solution?

It is impractical, and to some degree self-limiting, for COIC to furnish 

dozens of "essential" reports, using a system that COIC is trying to improve 

upon. COIC 's needs are not unique for a provider of public transportation. 

64 4.6 22

Chart 7 — Essential Features & Reports. NTD Reports Calculation by Grant Source and Funder/Funding 

Subsidiary. NTD Reports Calculation by Grant Source and Funder/Funding Subsidiary. How are funding 

sources and grant information passed into the system today? In what current systems does COIC maintain 

this information?

I don't understand what NTD Reports Calculation by Grant Source and 

Funder/Funding Subsidiary means. What do we think we need?

65 4.6 22
Is COIC using PRI today? What restrictions have you placed on the sharing of personally identifiable 

information? Is COIC's current system certified to protect personally identifiable information?

COIC Staff believes the question was actually about personal health 

information (PHI) as it relates to the HIPAA Privacy Rule. COIC does use 

personal health information. It has a number of safeguards in place 

designed to safeguard the information. Systems that aid in this effort will 

be interest. Offerors with such technology should make note of this 

capability in their proposals.
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66 4.6 23
How does COIC perform this function today?  Are samples of current files, invoices, and invoice summaries 

available for proposed bidders to review?
Please see Section 4.13 and answers to questions 138, 139 and 145.

67 4.6 23
Who is your current provider of Paratransit Scheduling software? Do you intend to retain them for this 

contract or is the expectation to fully replace the system with this contract?

RouteMatch. COIC is looking to make a quantum leap from what it 

currently can accomplish today. COIC Staff has no expectation on which 

firm will be chosen to provide the new system. 

68 4.6 23 If you will be retaining your current Paratransit Scheduling software, when does the current contract expire? Our annual renewal for the existing RouteMatch expires in August.

69 4.6 24 Is this ride request capability specific to Paratransit or does it apply to other services as well?
The ride request capbility would apply to all of the current and future 

services described on the attached demand response document. 

70 4.8 24 Can COIC confirm that the signs referred to here are the Depot Monitor displaying next departures?

Both of the Depot Monitors (at the Redmond and Bend transit hubs) and 

the Sunrise LED Sign (at the Mt. Bachelor resort) are wayside signs that 

were meant to be "real-time". 

71
4.9 4.9 Client-

Integrated Soft-

Phone

24

"While this feature is not a requirement of the ITS platform being requested, this is certainly a desirable 

feature. Describe your software's current soft phone integrations, if any, and the capabilities." COIC has 

identified that this is not a requirement, is this section being excluded from the proposal evaluation?

No

72

4.12 Staff Text / 

Notification 

System with 

Recipient 

Groups

25
While not a requirement, describe how your solution may provide the same or similar abilities. COIC has 

identified that this is not a requirement, is this section being excluded from the proposal evaluation?
No

73 4.13 25 What system does COIC use today to manage NEMT Service?
COIC Staff uses a combination of RouteMatch and a system created for the 

State of Oregon DHS called OBSS. 

74 4.13 26

There are no option years for O&M requested in the price forms.  The term being requested is very short 

compared to similar projects at other agencies.  We urge COIC to expand the term to include additional 

O&M years, at least, as a minimum, as options under the contract.

Please see the answer to question #90

75 4.13 26
Please provide the estimated overall funding/budget allocation for this project, including implementation, 

operation, and maintenance periods.

COIC does not provide prospective offerors budget amounts before receiving 

proposals. COIC shall negotiate a contract with the vendor providing the "best 

value". The contract will reflect the amount of funds COIC currently has available. 

COIC shall apply for additional funds to fill in gaps as opportunities arise. 

76 C 28 What is COIC's expectation of project duration from Notice from Proceed to System Acceptance?

COIC expects for this project to take months to complete. COIC looks 

forward to reviewing technical proposals from offerors sharing their 

expectation of how long it would take. 

77 Can COIC elaborate on the required/desired hardware integrations?

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution. The more individual systems 

integrated the better. COIC is looking for the offeror to propose what that 

might be. 

78 Does COIC want every technology in Chart 2 on Page 17 upgraded or replaced?
COIC is looking for the "best value" solution. COIC is looking for the offeror 

to propose what that might be. 

79
The RFP says: "Existing technology integration is described in Section 7; integration is requested only where 

feasible." We cannot locate an obvious Section 7; what section is this referring to?

The reference to Section 7 was a mistake. Please refer to Attachment 1 of 

the RFP instead.
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

80 In the charts provided for vehicles can you list which service is your paratransit service?

Many firms use the phrase paratransit service to describe ADA 

complementary paratransit services. Others use it to describe a broader 

dial-a-ride system. Please see the attached demand response document, 

and Chart 4 of the RFP. 

81
For the new CAD/AVL solution, do you want the ability to integrate with existing AVA, LED internal and 

headway signs, APC, Touchpass fare collection, Seon DVR?

COIC is looking for the "best value" solution for the overall sytem. That 

might entail keeping some of our current hardware. Offerors are welcome 

to providing pricing that corresponds to their technical proposal. 

82 For the sign integration, do both the internal and headway signs have a J1708 connection? Yes

83
Listed is, Describe an experience where equipment has failed unexpectedly for an existing client. Can you 

give details of what you want provided?

Not all system installs go perfectly. Please share some experience, if any, 

where a hiccup was encountered, and how your firm overcame the 

problem. 

84 Public records interface, please provide more detail on this reporting.
COIC Staff is interested in the option of attaching a small video to a 

customer complaint/public records request file 

85
Fixed Route Vehicle Recommendation based on Capacity / Utilization, please provide more detail on what 

you are looking for in this requirement. Is this a report or KPI? Or real time dispatching?

We are talking about the system furnishing dispatch a list of vehicles in 

that fleet that meet certain criteria such as seating capacity, being in-

service, being in the right town/region, etc.

86
For WiFi router, is this for public WiFi on the vehicles or you want to have for transmission of data for 

solutions?

COIC is looking for a technical proposals describing how COIC can have a) 

transmission of data, and separately, b) public WiFi 

87 Are you looking for a new fare collection system? If so, which one are you currently using?

COIC is currently using TouchPass as its Fare Collection System. We are not 

looking to replace it. If something significantly better is proposed, we will 

review it. 

88
For the replacement of a depot monitor displaying next departures, is this a video screen or sign at your 

transit hub? Can you provide more detail on this replacement?

COIC is currently using a variety of wayside signs. We are not looking to 

replace them necessarily. We just want them to do what they were 

purchsed for; display real-time information to the passengers 

89 What is COIC's approximate available budget for this procurement? 

COIC does not provide prospective offerors budget amounts before receiving 

proposals. COIC shall negotiate a contract with the vendor providing the "best 

value". The contract will reflect the amount of funds COIC currently has available. 

COIC shall apply for additional funds to fill in gaps as opportunities arise. 

90
Has COIC considered the inclusion of additional option years? Alternatively, would COIC be willing to extend 

the total duration of this contract to 5-years?

COIC Staff has considered the inclusion of additional option years. COIC is 

not intending to include option years, nor extend the base contract to 5 

years 
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Question # RFP Section Page Question COIC's Answer

91

Please provide service volume data for your call center operations including the following metrics for your 

anticipated operating volume for the period of performance applicable to this contract:     Peak Customer 

Service Representative (CSR) headcount

    Peak-hour call volume

    Anticipated average daily call volume 

    How does your anticipated traffic break down by in-bound, out-bound, web-chat, and toll-free vs. local?

    Desired call center service levels:

        Average speed to answer

        Average wait time

        Percent of calls answered in 20 seconds or less

    Anticipated number of physical locations where CSR personnel work on a routine basis

Peak volume is approximately 15 calls per hour.  Average daily calls (pre-

covid) are around 230. We do not anticipate break down by type of call or 

strategize at this level at this point. Average wait time is around 30 - 60 

seconds, average call time is around 2 - 3 mins.We do not measure calls 

under 20 seconds, but do for under 60 seconds, about 1/4 of monthly calls 

are under 60 seconds

92

Please describe your requirements for client-integrated soft-phone.     Will you retire your NEC SV9100, or 

will the soft-phone product need to integrate with your existing PBX server?

    Will CSRs need to access a soft-phone from off-site 'work from home' locations?

COIC is operating a call center during a pandemic. Having the option for 

some, or all of the customer service representatives to do their work 

remotely would be attractive. COIC is looking for the "best value" solution 

for the overall sytem. That might entail keeping some of our current 

hardware. Offerors are welcome to providing pricing that corresponds to 

their technical proposal. 

93 What barriers prevent you from managing your Medicaid FFS rides in your current CAD/AVL system?

Our current CAD/AVL system a) does not generate the billings to the State, 

b) does not calculate the provider payment using parameters such as 

mode, miles, pick-up location, drop-off location, time of day, etc. and c) 

does not generate information necessary to process provider payments

94
Have you considered implementing a business intelligence layer to streamline reporting from your various 

disparate systems?
Yes

95
Does your team have the technical capacity and network infrastructure to support a cloud-based system 

hosted on Azure, AWS, or similar?

COIC has the current technical capacity and network infrastructure to 

support cloud-based platforms, however, COIC would prefer the ITS 

platform's cloud environment is managed by the vendor.

96 Do you have redundant ISPs?

COIC has backup internet, however, the current CAD/AVL system's MDTs 

do not support fail-over. IE: If the primary internet fails, the secondary 

internet maintains the office's connectivity to storage, internet, email, and 

other services, however, vehicle MDTs are statically programmed to the 

primary service's IP address and do not support failover in the event of 

connection loss. This issue is mitigated by utilizing a cloud-based ITS 

platform.
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Term COIC Definition Notes

Demand Response

A broad category of transportation services where the 

provider is responding to individual requests [demand] for 

transportation

This includes ADA complementary paratransit, dial-a-ride, door-to-door, curb-

to-curb, non-emergent medicaid transportation (NEMT), "first/last mile", 

micro-transit, deviated/flex-route, public transportation of rural veterans in 

select areas of the three counties, transportation of developmentally 

disabled individuals identified (and paid for) by the Oregon Department of 

Human Services

Fixed Route
In-town fixed route service as defined by NTD (but not 

including deviated/flex-route service)

This is currently provided in City of Bend only. CET is currently planning to 

provide these services in City of Redmond in the future.

Community Connector Point-to-point, town to town service connecting the Central 

Oregon towns/cities; defined as Commuter Bus (CB) by NTD. 

This includes CET routes 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30 and 31

Recreational Service

Transportation services to and from outdoor recreational 

destinations in Central Oregon, does not use any FTA funding 

to support operations 

This includes Mountain Service (Route 18) in the winter, and Lava Butte and 

Ride the River services in the summer

Flex-Route

What the FTA calls deviated service. Very similar to a fixed 

route, but the driver can deviate off the set path for a finite 

number of requested destinations within a set range from 

the defined route.

This does not require ADA complementary paratransit service. This is 

currently provided in Warm Springs and City of Madras. It will soon be 

available in City of Redmond. 

Dial-A-Ride
A broad category Bend "above and beyond" curb-to-curb 

service (which includes Bend ADA complementary 

paratransit), and rural curb-to-curb service in various towns

Bend Dial-A-Ride

Bend "above and beyond" curb-to-curb service (which 

includes Bend ADA complementary paratransit) available 

only to approved individuals

Bend "above and beyond" curb-to-curb service includes ADA complementary 

paratransit, service beyond the hours/days that fixed route is running, and 

service throughout the entire Bend urban growth boundary for approved 

ADA clients and approved low-income seniors. 

Rural Dial-A-Ride

Available to the general public, Curb-to-curb service 

primarily in the city limits of various communities 

throughout Central Oregon

This is provided to La Pine, Sisters, Redmond, Prineville and Madras.
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Cascades East Transit Monthly Management Report October 2020

Ridership

Demand Response 3,270 Demand Response Rides Fixed Route Rides Comm. Conctr Rides STIF/Sat Service Recreation Service Rides

Bend Fixed Route 17,033 Bend 1,804 Rt 1 South 3rd St 4,470 Redmond/Bend 1,806 N/A Mountain Service 0

Community Connector 4,364 Redmond 719 Rt 2  Brookswood 1,342 Prnvll/Redmond 231 N/A Lava Butte 0

Recreation Service 0 La Pine 332 Rt 3  Newport 1,304 La Pine/Bend 238 N/A Ride the River 0

Deviated Service 1,471 Madras   212 Rt 4  N. 3rd St 3,019 Madras/Redmond 544 N/A Total Rides 0

Prineville 195 Rt 5  Wells Acres 1,322 Sisters/Redmond 278 N/A % Change #DIV/0!

Total Rides 26,138 Sisters 8 Rt 6  Bear Creek 1,526 Sisters/Bend 154 N/A October-19 0

% Change over last October -55.1% Total Rides 3,270 RT 7 Greenwood 2,770 Wrm Spgs/Madras 1,113 N/A

% Change -57.4% RT 10 Colorado 569 La Pine/Sunriver N/A N/A

Elderly/Disabled Rides October-19 7,683 Rt 11 Galveston 711 Total Rides 4,364 0

Demand Response 2,465 % Change -68.0% N/A

Bend Fixed Route 5,015 Total Rides 17,033 October-19 13,619

Community Connector 923 Deviated Service Rides % Change -50.6%

Recreation Service 0 Madras 475 October-19 34,454

Deviated Service 533 Warm Springs 996

Total Rides 8,936 Total Rides 1,471

% Change -40.4%

October-19 2,467

Service Delivery & Performance Data

Bend DAR Rural DAR Fixed Route Comm. Conctr Deviated Service Mountain Service Lava Butte Ride the River Total

Revenue Hours 683.2 748.4 2,357.8 1,022.5 144.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,956

Revenue Miles 9,147 6,025 30,873 31,531 2,418 0 0 0 79,994

Rides/ Revenue Hour 2.6 2.0 7.2 4.3 10.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3

Service Days Safety & Security Customer Service 

Weekdays 22 Incidents 0 CET Calls Received 2,667 Total Complaints 20

Saturdays (Bend only) 5 Non-Prev Accdnts. 1 CET ADA Denials 0 Total Compliments 1

Sundays (Bend DAR only) 4 Prev. Accidents 0

Maj. Holidays w/ No Service 0

Maj. Holidays w/Serv Sat 0

Cumulative Operations Financial Data (October '20 Fiscal Year To Date)

Bend DAR Rural DAR Fixed Route Community Connector Mtn. Service Ride the River Lava Butte Warm Springs Ride Bend Total

Fixed Contract Cost (hours) $22,639 $0 $88,888 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $111,527

Gen Admin Cost (hours) $13,673 $43,532 $53,686 $71,773 $124 $0 $0 $10,060 $0 $192,847

Driver Cost (hours) $85,630 $153,253 $336,210 $252,675 $0 $0 $0 $36,028 $0 $863,796

Other Ops Wages & Benefits $64,165 $35,027 $251,934 $57,750 $724 $0 $0 $6,802 $0 $416,402

Fuel Cost (miles) $7,747 $5,287 $31,181 $30,601 $0 $0 $0 $5,794 $0 $80,610

Vehicle Maint. Cost (miles) $11,183 $8,627 $45,010 $49,934 $3,030 $0 $0 $4,162 $1,852 $123,797

Other Operating Costs (hours) $7,844 $22,895 $30,796 $37,748 $0 $0 $0 $1,686 $0 $100,968

Total Cost $212,881 $268,619 $837,705 $500,481 $3,878 $0 $0 $64,532 $1,852 $1,889,947

Farebox Revenue $0 $296 $20 $1,671 $0 $0 $0 $389 $0 $2,376

Cost/Ride $36.09 $48.26 $13.58 $40.97 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $6.00 #DIV/0! $19.66

Cost/Revenue Hour $91.24 $98.11 $91.44 $110.87 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $70.83 #DIV/0! $96.15

% Farebox Recovery (ops) 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0.6% 0.0% 0.1%

Oct '20 YTD Rides 5,899 5,566 61,680 12,216 0 0 0 10,755 0 96,116

Oct '20 YTD Rev Hrs 2,333.2 2,737.9 9,160.9 4,514.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 911.1 0.0 19,657

Oct '20 YTD Rev Miles 29,857 22,842 120,173.0 132,218 0 0 0 24,156 0 329,246

Injuries 0

Complaints & Compliments (Oct 20)

10/29/20 - Cargo truck tried to pass CET bus and 

scratched mirror



Cascades East Transit Monthly Management Report October 2019

Ridership

Demand Response 7,683 Demand Response Rides Fixed Route Rides Comm. Conctr Rides Recreation Service Rides

Bend Fixed Route 34,454 Bend 3,247 Rt 1 South 3rd St 6,501 Redmond/Bend 5,020 Mountain Service 0

Community Connector 13,619 Redmond 2,726 Rt 2  Brookswood 3,507 Prnvll/Redmond 1,576 Lava Butte 0

Recreation Service 0 La Pine 513 Rt 3  Newport 4,082 La Pine/Bend 530 Ride the River 0

Deviated Service 2,467 Madras   566 Rt 4  N. 3rd St 6,483 Madras/Redmond 3,480 Total Rides 0

Prineville 598 Rt 5  Wells Acres 3,042 Sisters/Redmond 1,032 % Change #DIV/0!

Total Rides 58,223 Sisters 33 Rt 6  Bear Creek 2,848 Sisters/Bend 216 October-18 0

% Change over last September 5.8% Total Rides 7,683 RT 7 Greenwood 5,521 Wrm Spgs/Madras 1,765

% Change 1.5% RT 10 Colorado 1,210 Dial A Ride Trip Purpose 

Elderly/Disabled Rides Rt 11 Galveston 1,260 Total Rides 13,619 (Redmond, Oct '19)

Demand Response 5,206 October-18 7,569 % Change 13.4% Work 31.1%

Bend Fixed Route 11,510 Total Rides 34,454 Medical 29.1%

Community Connector 1,392 Deviated Service Rides % Change 2.1% October-18 12,005 Other 21.5%

Recreation Service 0 Madras 919 School 5.2%

Deviated Service 0 Warm Springs 1,548 October-18 33,754 Shopping 9.6%

Total Rides 18,108 Total Rides 2,467 Senior/Meal Center 3.6%

Total 100%

October-18 1,695

Service Delivery & Performance Data

Bend DAR Rural DAR Fixed Route Comm. Conctr Deviated Service Mountain Service Lava Butte Ride the River Total

Revenue Hours 1,234.2 1,259.1 2,642.6 1,097.4 154.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 6,388

Revenue Miles 15,054 14,396 35,849 33,256 2,576 0 0 0 101,131

Rides/ Revenue Hour 2.6 3.5 13.0 12.4 15.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1

Service Days Safety & Security Customer Service 

Weekdays 23 Incidents 1 CET Calls Received 5,148 Total Complaints 45

Saturdays (Bend only) 4 Non-Prev Accdnts. 0 CET ADA Denials 0 Total Compliments 1

Sundays (Bend DAR only) 4 Prev. Accidents 1

Maj. Holidays w/ No Service 0

Maj. Holidays w/Serv Sat 0

Cumulative Operations Financial Data (October '19 Fiscal Year To Date)

Bend DAR Rural DAR Fixed Route Comm. Conctr Mtn. Service Ride the River Lava Butte Warm Springs Total

Fixed Contract Cost (hours) $34,261 $0 $72,976 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $107,238

Gen Admin Cost (hours) $15,252 $55,383 $32,487 $44,493 $0 $2,003 $5,719 $9,689 $165,027

Driver Cost (hours) $159,481 $172,710 $339,694 $138,751 $0 $34,750 $14,212 $30,562 $890,159

Other Ops Wages & Benefits $89,610 $115,602 $190,869 $92,872 $0 $10,437 $10,505 $22,411 $532,307

Fuel Cost (miles) $20,396 $16,243 $49,953 $34,912 $0 $4,703 $2,602 $7,642 $136,450

Vehicle Maint. Cost (miles) $12,919 $7,108 $31,642 $15,277 $1,502 $2,290 $1,891 $968 $73,597

Other Operating Costs (hours) $24,310 $45,141 $51,779 $36,265 -$1,502 $3,389 $2,098 $1,065 $162,545

Total Cost $356,229 $412,187 $769,401 $362,570 $0 $57,571 $37,027 $72,337 $2,067,322

Farebox Revenue $17,832 $16,083 $72,874 $49,655 $0 $135,036 $44,304 $3,635 $339,418

Cost/Ride $29.59 $26.05 $6.29 $11.64 n/a $0.88 $0.90 $5.11 $6.84

Cost/Revenue Hour $74.69 $87.89 $75.74 $96.23 n/a $55.40 $91.15 $78.26 $80.27

% Farebox Recovery (ops) 5.0% 3.9% 9.5% 13.7% n/a 234.6% 119.7% 5.0% 16.4%

October '19 YTD Rides 12,040 15,820 122,352.0 31,148 0 65,724 41,159 14,167 302,410

October '19 YTD Rev Hrs 4,769.3 4,689.7 10,158.6 3,767.6 0.0 1,039.2 406.2 924.3 25,754.9

October '19 YTD Rev Miles 55,911 51,594 136,938 110,892 0 6,369 3,806 24,204 389,714

Injuries 1

Complaints & Compliments (Oct '19)

10/28/19 Driver was assaulted by irate passenger

CET bus hit another CET bus in the vehicle storage 

yard

10/28/19 Driver was assaulted by irate passenger
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